NO BLING - MAY 4TH (ARENA 4) START 7:30 AM - MIKE HAWKINS

101 AMATEUR STALLIONS YEARLINGS 170 YOUTH MARES YEARLINGS
102 AMATEUR STALLIONS 2 YR OLDS 171 YOUTH MARES 2 YR OLDS
103 AMATEUR STALLIONS 3 YR OLDS 172 YOUTH MARES 3 YR OLDS
104 AMATEUR STALLIONS AGED 173 YOUTH MARES AGED
105 AMATEUR STALLIONS PERFORMANCE 174 YOUTH MARES PERFORMANCE
GRAND AND RESERVE AMATEUR STALLIONS GRAND AND RESERVE YOUTH MARES

110 OPEN STALLIONS YEARLINGS 200 WALK TROT SHOWMANSHIP (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
111 OPEN STALLIONS 2 YR OLDS 202 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) SHOWMANSHIP
112 OPEN STALLIONS 3 YR OLDS 203 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) SHOWMANSHIP
113 OPEN STALLIONS AGED 204 LEVEL 1 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP
114 OPEN STALLIONS PERFORMANCE 205 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 18 & UNDER
GRAND AND RESERVE OPEN STALLIONS 206 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP
207 AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP

120 AMATEUR GELDINGS YEARLINGS 121 AMATEUR GELDINGS 2 YR OLDS
122 AMATEUR GELDINGS 3 YR OLDS 17 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) WORKING HUNTER
123 AMATEUR GELDINGS AGED 14 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) WORKING HUNTER
124 AMATEUR GELDINGS PERFORMANCE 10 ALL BREED PROGRESSIVE WORKING HUNTER
GRAND AND RESERVE AMATEUR GELDINGS 11 OPEN PROGRESSIVE WORKING HUNTER
130 OPEN GELDINGS YEARLINGS 18 LEVEL 1 YOUTH WORKING HUNTER
131 OPEN GELDINGS 2 YR OLDS 19 YOUTH WORKING HUNTER
132 OPEN GELDINGS 3 YR OLDS 15 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WORKING HUNTER
133 OPEN GELDINGS AGED 16 AMATEUR WORKING HUNTER
134 OPEN GELDINGS PERFORMANCE 13 OPEN WORKING HUNTER
GRAND AND RESERVE OPEN GELDINGS 24 ALL BREED (18 & UNDER) EQUITATION OVER FENCES
21 ALL BREED (19 & OVER) EQUITATION OVER FENCES
25 LEVEL 1 YOUTH EQUITATION OVER FENCES

140 YOUTH GELDINGS YEARLINGS 26 YOUTH EQUITATION OVER FENCES
141 YOUTH GELDINGS 2 YR OLDS 22 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR EQUITATION OVER FENCES
142 YOUTH GELDINGS 3 YR OLDS 23 AMATEUR EQUITATION OVER FENCES
143 YOUTH GELDINGS AGED 27 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) JUMPING
144 YOUTH GELDINGS PERFORMANCE 31 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) JUMPING
GRAND AND RESERVE YOUTH GELDINGS 27 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & OVER) JUMPING
32 YOUTH JUMPING

150 AMATEUR MARES YEARLINGS 151 AMATEUR MARES 2 YR OLDS
152 AMATEUR MARES 3 YR OLDS 30 OPEN JUMPING
153 AMATEUR MARES AGED 38 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) HUNTER HACK
154 AMATEUR MARES PERFORMANCE 33 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) HUNTER HACK
GRAND AND RESERVE AMATEUR MARES 39 LEVEL 1 YOUTH HUNTER HACK
40 YOUTH HUNTER HACK

160 OPEN MARES YEARLINGS 161 OPEN MARES 2 YR OLDS
162 OPEN MARES 3 YR OLDS 36 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR HUNTER HACK
163 OPEN MARES AGED 37 AMATEUR HUNTER HACK
164 OPEN MARES PERFORMANCE 41 OPEN HUNTER HACK
GRAND AND RESERVE OPEN MARES

300 WALK TROT HUNTER UNDER SADDLE (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
301 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
302 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
303 LEVEL 1 YOUTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
304 YOUTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE 18 & UNDER
305 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
306 AMATEUR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
307 OPEN HUNTER UNDER SADDLE

350 WALK TROT HUNT SEAT EQUITATION (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
351 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
352 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
353 LEVEL 1 YOUTH HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
354 YOUTH HUNT SEAT EQUITATION 18 & UNDER
355 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
356 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
357 AMATEUR HUNT SEAT EQUITATION

390 LEADLINE 8 & UNDER WESTERN PLEASURE
392 WALK TROT WESTERN PLEASURE (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
401 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) WESTERN PLEASURE
402 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) WESTERN PLEASURE
403 LEVEL 1 YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE
404 YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE 18 & UNDER
405 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WESTERN PLEASURE
406 AMATEUR WESTERN PLEASURE
407 OPEN WESTERN PLEASURE

500 WALK TROT WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
501 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP
502 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP
503 LEVEL 1 YOUTH WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP
504 YOUTH WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP 18 & UNDER
505 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP
506 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP
507 AMATEUR WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP

551 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) WESTERN RIDING
552 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) WESTERN RIDING
553 LEVEL 1 YOUTH WESTERN RIDING
554 YOUTH WESTERN RIDING 18 & UNDER
555 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WESTERN RIDING
556 AMATEUR WESTERN RIDING
557 OPEN WESTERN RIDING

599 WALK TROT TRAIL (ANY AGE, ALL BREED)
601 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) TRAIL
602 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) TRAIL
603 LEVEL 1 YOUTH TRAIL
604 YOUTH TRAIL 18 & UNDER
605 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR TRAIL
606 AMATEUR TRAIL
607 OPEN TRAIL
**ARENA 7 - START 8:00 AM - BEN BALOW**

810 VRH-ALL BREED YOUTH TRAIL
811 VRH- ALL BREED YOUTH TRAIL
812 VRH- ALL BREED AMATEUR TRAIL
813 VRH-AMATEUR TRAIL
814 VRH-ALL BREED COWBOY TRAIL
815 VRH-COWBOY TRAIL
816 VRH-ALL BREED OPEN TRAIL
817 VRH-OPEN TRAIL

820 VRH-ALL BREED YOUTH RANCH RIDING
821 VRH- YOUTH RANCH RIDING
822 VRH-ALL BREED AMATEUR RANCH RIDING
823 VRH- AMATEUR RANCH RIDING
824 VRH-ALL BREED COWBOY RANCH RIDING
825 VRH-COWBOY RANCH RIDING
826 VRH-ALL BREED OPEN RANCH RIDING
827 VRH-OPEN RANCH RIDING

836 VRH-ALL BREED OPEN REINING
837 VRH-OPEN REINING
838 VRH-ALL BREED COWBOY REINING
839 VRH-COWBOY REINING
832 VRH-ALL BREED AMATEUR REINING
833 VRH- AMATEUR REINING
830 VRH- ALL BREED YOUTH REINING
831 VRH- YOUTH REINING

850 VRH-ALL BREED OPEN WORKING COWHORSE
851 VRH-OPEN WORKING COWHORSE
848 VRH-ALL BREED COWBOY WORKING COWHORSE
849 VRH-COWBOY WORKING COWHORSE
846 VRH-ALL BREED AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE
844 VRH-AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE - LIMITED
847 VRH- AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE - LIMITED
845 VRH- AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE - LIMITED
840 VRH-ALL BREED YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE
841 VRH-ALL BREED YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE - LIMITED
843 VRH- YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE
842 VRH- YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE - LIMITED

**ARENA 6 - START 7:00AM - BRENDAN BROWN**

646 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) BARRELS
647 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) BARRELS
648 LEVEL 1 YOUTH BARRELS
649 YOUTH BARRELS 18 & UNDER
650 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR BARRELS
651 AMATEUR BARRELS
652 OPEN BARRELS

656 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) POLES
658 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) POLES
659 LEVEL 1 YOUTH POLES
660 YOUTH BARRELS 18 & UNDER
661 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR POLES
662 AMATEUR POLES
663 OPEN POLES

670 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) STAKES
671 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) STAKES
672 LEVEL 1 YOUTH STAKES
673 YOUTH STAKES 18 & UNDER
674 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR STAKES
675 AMATEUR STAKES

Move to arena 8 after speed classes

**ARENA 8 - START AFTER SPEED EVENTS**

JUDGE BRENDAN BROWN

60 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) CUTTING
61 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) CUTTING
62 LEVEL 1 YOUTH CUTTING
63 YOUTH CUTTING 18 & UNDER
64 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR CUTTING
65 AMATEUR CUTTING
66 OPEN CUTTING

70 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) WORKING COWHORSE
71 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) WORKING COWHORSE
72 LEVEL 1 YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE
73 YOUTH WORKING COWHORSE 18 & UNDER
74 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE
75 AMATEUR WORKING COWHORSE
76 OPEN WORKING COWHORSE

80 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) BOXING
81 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) BOXING
82 LEVEL 1 YOUTH BOXING
83 YOUTH BOXING 18 & UNDER
84 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR BOXING
85 AMATEUR BOXING

**ARENA 7 - START AFTER BOXING**

88 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) RANCH ON THE RAIL
89 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) RANCH ON THE RAIL
90 YOUTH RANCH ON THE RAIL 18 & UNDER
91 AMATEUR RANCH ON THE RAIL
92 OPEN RANCH ON THE RAIL

700 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) RANCH RIDING
701 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) RANCH RIDING
702 LEVEL 1 YOUTH RANCH RIDING
703 YOUTH RANCH RIDING 18 & UNDER
704 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR RANCH RIDING
705 AMATEUR RANCH RIDING
706 OPEN RANCH RIDING

720 ALL BREED YOUTH (18 & UNDER) REINING
721 ALL BREED ADULT (19 & OVER) REINING
722 LEVEL 1 YOUTH REINING
723 YOUTH REINING 18 & UNDER
724 LEVEL 1 AMATEUR REINING
725 AMATEUR REINING
727 OPEN REINING